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Course Description
This tutorial will provide participants with knowledge of wireless channel
characteristics and how to model them, for physical- and higher-layer mobile
communication system investigations. The course consists of two main parts: Part I
covers general principles and fundamentals of channel modeling, including path loss,
multipath fading, and shadowing for terrestrial and other (satellite, aeronautical)
environments, along with classical WSSUS modeling approaches; Part II covers
modern topics including MIMO extensions, quasi-deterministic modeling, some
“atypical“ channels, correlated scattering and statistical non-stationarity. This leads to
an in-depth discussion of a currently hot topic in channel modeling, the vehicle-tovehicle (V2V) channel. We describe the unique features of the V2V setting, several
types of V2V models, and example measurement and simulation results. Both
tapped-delay line and geometry-based models are described. We also provide a
short summary of the work of the IEEE Vehicular Technology Society’s Committee on
Standardized V2V Channel Models (of which the course organizer/lecturer is a
founding member).
Participants in this tutorial should have an electrical engineering background,
preferably a bachelor’s degree or higher in electrical or computer engineering.
Persons with physics or mathematics degrees may also benefit from the course. A
good knowledge of probability and statistics, linear systems, and modulation, is
recommended. Anyone who must evaluate, specify, compare, or deploy wireless
systems over channels in multiple environments—including V2V—would benefit from
this course. Graduate students and researchers who are interested, but not expert in
this topic, should also benefit.
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